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A b s t r a c t 

In this work we apply different duality techniques, both the dual projection, based on the soldering 
formalism and the master action, in order to obtain and study the dual description of the Carroll-
Field-Jackiw model [1], a theory with a Chern-Simons-like explicitly Lorentz and CPT violating 
term, including the interaction with external charges. This Maxwell-Chern-Simons-like model may 
be rewritten in terms of the interacting modes of a massless scalar model and a topologically massive 
model [2], that are mapped, through duality, into interacting massless Maxwell and massive self-dual 
modes [3]. It is also shown that these dual modes might be represented into an unified rank-two 
self-dual model that represents the direct dual of the vector Maxwell-Chern-Simons-like model. 
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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Quantum field theories tha t describe the physical reality as we know it are all Lorentz and C P T invariant and 

the validity of these symmetries have been confirmed by various experiments. Nevertheless the search for a quantum 

description of gravity has led us to believe tha t fundamental changes in the structure of space-time occur at the 

Planck scale [4]. A violation of Lorentz symmetry is expected and in fact in string theory there is the possibility of 

the condensation (i.e. development of a vacuum expectation value) of tensor fields leading to a spontaneous breaking 

of the Lorentz invariance [5]. 

Recently many works [6] have treated the possible effects tha t a violation of the Lorentz symmetry has at low-energy, 

possibly presently observed, scales. The seminal work of Colladay and Kostelecky [7] addressed the possible modi

fications to the Standard Model, the resultant model being named Extended Standard Model (ESM). Of particular 

interest to us in this work is the QED sector of the ESM, more precisely, the CPT-odd pure-photon sector. 

Carroll, Field and Jackiw have tackled this problem in [1] by studying the action 

CCFJ = -l-F^F^+p^P°AvdpAa, (1) 

where F^ = dllAu — duAll and we work with the metric signature (+ , —, —, —). The Chern-Simons like term added 

to the usual Maxwell Lagrangian is responsible for the breaking of Lorentz and C P T invariance. Lorentz symmetry 
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is broken because p^, being a constant four-vector, selects a preferred direction in space-time for each Lorentz frame. 

Some authors have explored the physical aspects of this model [8, 9]. As a theory for a modified electromagnet ism 

it has been shown tha t the vacuum becomes a birefringent media, and it was realized tha t this effect could be used 

to set limits in the magnitude of the Lorentz violating vector p^. In [1] only a time-like p^ was considered and it 

was argued tha t astrophysical observations of polarized light and geomagnetic da ta seems to rule out a non-vanishing 

magnitude of p^ in this case. For the space-like case, astronomical observations [10] were used to argue in favor of a 

non-vanishing value of the magnitude of p^ but the results has been disputed [11]. 

Discussions concerning the consistence of the quantum field theory (QFT) defined by (1) as a function of the Lorentz 

character of p^ has also been carried out [8, 9]. It was noted tha t a time-like p^ gives rise to a Q F T for which unitarity 

and microcausality cannot be satisfied simultaneously. On the other hand it seems tha t a consistent Q F T can be 

defined for a space-like p^. These features are already apparent in the dispersion relation as we shall briefly recall in 

section 3. 

The purpose of the present s tudy is to work out the dual version of the C F J model in order to gain some further 

insights about the physical nature of the dynamical modes of the theory (1) and its symmetries. To this end we 

shall employ the dual projection technique tha t has been used before to separate out the dynamical modes from the 

symmetry sector of a given model [34]. In (2 + 1)D a Chern-Simons term can be naturally added to the Maxwell 

theory (without the vector p^ and hence maintaining Lorentz invariance, since the Levi-Civita symbol e has 3 indices), 

the resultant theory, known as the Maxwell-Chern-Simons (MCS) or topologically massive theory, was extensively 

studied [2] and is related with planar electromagnetic phenomena such as the quantum Hall effect. It was realized 

tha t this theory has a dual description [17] in terms of another local vector field theory without gauge symmetry 

known as the self-dual (SD) model [3] (we will briefly review this result in the following section). The question we 

pose is if this kind of dual relation exists for the C F J model. We will show tha t a dual description indeed exists and 

we hope tha t the result might shed some light on the properties of this model. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we will review the MCS-SD duality relation and present the 

techniques tha t will be used to discuss the C F J model. In section 3 we will discuss the C F J model recalling some of its 

physical properties and find its dual formulation applying the methods reviewed in section 2. In section 4 we extend 

our results for the case in which the model is minimally coupled to a conserved external current. This will be done by 

writing the current in terms of a so called Chern-kernel. It will be interesting to see how the Chern-kernel naturally 

leads an electric coupling into a magnetic coupling as we go through the duality procedure. Finally in section 5 we 

present our conclusions. 
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II. R E M E M B E R I N G THE M A X W E L L - C H E R N - S I M O N S / S E L F - D U A L DUALITY 

Before engaging into the discussion of the duality of the CF J-model, it is interesting to review some general known 

facts about duality in electromagnetic-like theories, such as massless p-iovm Maxwell theories, massive Proca-like and 

topologically massive theories. For the first two, the duality transformation and the structure of the corresponding 

duality groups have long been the focus of detailed studies[16, 18, 19]. In Maxwell-like theories, the ranks of the dual 

pair Ap and *Aq obey the relation p + q + 2 = D, coming from the restrictions imposed by the Gauss constraints. 

The massive duality for the Proca-like fields obey a similar relation as p + q + Í = D. A similar systematic s tudy for 

topologically massive and self-dual models for p-iovm potentials in arbitrary dimensions has appeared more recently 

showing tha t these fields obey the latter rule albeit the presence of the gauge symmetry [20]. In this section we shall 

review the the basic concepts for the D = 3 topologically massive model using the dual projection technique and the 

s tandard dualization based on the master action. 

The dual technique, known as dual projection, is quite useful to separate the dynamical content of a field theory 

from its symmetry carrying part . In this way it may help to shed light over the physical significance of a model where 

other approachs fail. For instance, in D = 2 this technique was used to study the different formulations of the chiral 

boson models [21, 22] and establish their equivalence[12]. We found tha t the chiral dynamics of the Siegel's model 

is carryied by Floreanini-Jackiw fields while the chiral diffeomorphism symmetry is represented by a Hull noton[23]. 

More recently, the situation with Lorentz symmetry breaking was also considered under this approach[13]. In AD 

Maxwell-like theories this analysis was considered in [16] mostly to display the structure of the duality group and it 

was extended to the massive case in [19]. In 3D models, the dynamics of topologically massive theory where analysed 

through the contents of their dual versions tha t made explicit their dynamical and symmetry contents through a dual 

projection of their original fields[14] [15]. Other applications may be found in [24-28]. 

In this section we will recall some results concerning the dual equivalence between Maxwell-Chern-Simons (MCS) 

theory [2] 

1 Til 
CMcs = --F^F^ + -A^PduAp, (2) 

where F^ = dllAu — dl/A(il and the self-dual (SD) model [3] 

CSD = \UF - ^U^dvfp- (3) 

Both models describe a topologically massive excitation of spin 1 in (2 + l)D. The interesting point is tha t the MCS 

theory has a gauge symmetry (A^ —> A^ + d^A) but in the SD theory this symmetry is absent. Nevertheless it was 

shown tha t those two models describe the same propagating degrees of freedom [17]. 

The basic idea in the duality transformation known as dual projection is to perform a canonical transformation 

leading the separation of the explicit degrees of freedom, when possible. In this case, consider the lagrangian density 
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(2), in its first-order form, 

1 Til 

HI 1 

= (-A, + n,)(e^d„Ap) + -n,n^ (4) 
where 11^ is an auxiliary vector-field which may be integrated out to give us back the MCS lagrangian. By making 

the redefinition y ^ + 11^ = B^, we find 

1 / „ ro , , . „ „ m 
-2(B»--A»){B»--CM = B,(e^d„Ap) + -(B, - -A^B» - -A»). (5) 

Observe that by definition B^ transforms as B^ —> -6^ + yC^A whenever A^ —> A^ + d^A, so that the gauge character 

of the A^ field has not changed. Next we may perform a canonical transformation in the space of the fields to reveal 

the self-dual and pure gauge nature of the components 

B, = \{A+-A~) 

^ = ^;(A++A-), (6) 
m 

which gives us 

CM = LA>"vPd^ - éíA^PdvA^+ \A~»A~^ w 
or, renaming A = f^ and J4+ = Ap 

—Au,e
llvpdvAp + - / „ / " - — , £M = —A^P8uAp + - / „ / " - —f^Pdvfp = Cos + CSD, (8) 

The first term is a topological term (the associated hamiltonian being null) and the remaining terms we recognize as 

the SD model (3). It is clear by this procedure that the kind of gauge symmetry carried by the MCS theory have 

completly innocuous dynamical character as is well know by the properties of the pure Chern-Simons theory [29]. As 

we were able to separate this term we might say that the only information that the MCS theory has, which is not 

present in the SD model, regards the topological character of the space in which the theory is defined. It is very 

interesting and highly nontrivial that this separation is possible. It means, for example, that the energy propagating 

modes is given entirely by the SD sector in (8) but the energy eigenstates have a degeneracy parameterized by the 

Hilbert space of pure Chern-Simons theory (a topological degeneracy) [30]. 

We can establish this duality by yet another technique that, although more direct, does not preserve the gauge 

structure of the original theory. Starting again with the first-order lagrangian density (4) we can eliminate the A^ 

field using its equation of motion 

which implies 

e^pd„Ilp = me^pd„Ap, (9) 

!!„ = mAp + d^, (10) 
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and the resulting lagrangian for 11^ must comprise all the original dynamics of A^. However, by the very nature of 

this procedure (which seeks an alternative description just for the d y n a m i c s ) we loose information about the gauge 

symmetry and consequently of the topological s tructure of the MCS theory. Indeed, from (10), W1 s tands for a whole 

gauge orbit of A^ and as we substi tute for A^ in (4) all the gauge freedom is lost while the dynamical character is 

contained in the resulting self-dual theory 

CM - CSD = \UF - ^U^p9ufp, (11) 

This duality can be generalized to deal with the presence of couplings to external charges [31, 32] in great generality. 

III. T H E D U A L OF THE CARROLL-FIELD-JACKIW THEORY 

Now we can apply what we have learned in the previous section to the C F J theory defined by (1). However, before 

we engage in the search for the dual formulation let us discuss some of the physical content of this theory tha t are 

already apparent in its dispersion relation. Considering plane wave solutions with wave four-vector k^ = (w, k) we 

have [1] 

k4 + k2p2 - (k • pf = 0. (12) 

Consider first a time-like Lorentz violating vector. As was already mentioned, this situation is problematic [8]. To see 

this we may consider for simplicity a frame in which p^ = (TO, 0, 0, 0) with TO > 0. The dispersion relation becomes 

w 2 = k 2 ± T O | k | . (13) 

The plus and minus sign correspond to two circularly polarized modes. The separation of those two modes moving 

with different velocities is a clear sign of the Lorentz violation. The minus sign mode has an imaginary energy at 

|k| < TO. In the quantum theory, in order to preserve unitarity, this tachyonic mode has to be excluded. But it has 

been shown in [9] tha t the exclusion of the region |k| < TO leads to a violation of microcausality. Because of these 

problems we will focus our at tention in the space-like p^ from now on (some further comments on the time-like p^ 

case will be given below). 

Considering a space-like p^, we can work in a frame in which p^ = (0, 0, 0, TO), TO > 0. The dispersion relation now 

reads 

o ; 2 = k 2 + ^ ± ^ v / 4 f c l + m 2 ; k2 = k\ + k\ + k\ . (14) 

These two degrees of freedom seem to have a consistent definition as excitations in a quantum field theory as was 

discussed in [9] without problems of causality or unitarity violations. In fact it can easily be seen tha t the velocity 

for propagation of signals never exceeds the velocity of light. 
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As for the nature of those excitations we can readily see tha t if the dynamics is restricted to happen in the plane 

perpendicular to the direction defined by the space-like Lorentz-violating vector (in this case the x3 direction), tha t 

is, if we put k3 = 0 in (14), the plus sign corresponds to a massive excitation of mass m and the minus sign to a 

massless excitation. We can have a more precise idea of these excitations by considering small variations out of the 

x\ — X2 plane. If — <C 1, then 

fc2 _ —\\± (i_|_2-^i-)l = / m 2 + fc3, massive case ^ 
~ 2 m2 \ — k3, massless case. 

observe tha t for the massless case, to first order in k3 the dispersion relation is not modified 

fc2 « -h\ ^J2 = k\ + k\ (16) 

What are the specific dynamics of these particles? This can be answered by rearranging the C F J Lagrangian (1). 

Singling out the A3 component of the A^ field, renaming it A3 = <j) and introducing Latin indices a, 6, c = 0 ,1 , 2 to 

denote the dynamics in the transverse plane, the lagrangian (1) becomes 

CCFJ = -\FabF
ab + meabcAadbAc + Ua<pda<P + cbdad3A

a + U3Aad3A
a 

= £MCS(A) + Cscaiar^) + ^dad3A
a + h3Aad3A

a. (17) 

If there is no x? dependence we indeed have two decoupled degrees of freedom lying in the x\ —xi plane. The massless 

excitation is a scalar particle and the massive excitation turns out to be a topologically massive particle described by 

a MCS Lagrangian. It is known tha t a massless scalar particle in ( 2 + l)D has a dual description in terms of Maxwell 

fields and, as we have seen, the MCS theory is dual to the SD theory. We can tell immediately then tha t the dual 

description of (17), in this dimensionally reduced situation, should read 

£-CFJ |fc3 = 0 ^ &CS + £-SD +£• Maxwell , (18) 

where the pure Chern-Simons lagrangian does not describe a propagating degree of freedom as we remarked in the 

previous section but carries part of the gauge symmetry of the original theory. 

Reintroducing the x3 dependence, Eq.(14) shows a distortion of the energy-momentum relation and this is just a 

reflection of the last two terms in (17). Indeed this distortion is generated by the k3 component of the momentum, 

and those extra terms depend on x3 derivatives. 

Note also tha t in the reduced transverse plane, Aa alone is a gauge field - the potential for the MCS theory. In 

D = (3 + 1), from Eq.(17) we see tha t only the combination (A11, <fi) (which is just the original A^) can be identified 

as a gauge field. It will be interesting to note tha t in the dual version of (17) the dual fields (which in the plane are 

described by (18)) retain their identities as gauge or non-gauge fields as we turn on or off the x? dependence. This 

dual description of (17) is what we seek now. 

Consider the first-order Lagrangian obtained from (1) just by the introduction of a rank-two auxiliary field (11^,,) 

l-Ii,ue^dpAa - \\ CMCFJ = -Il^P°dpAa - - L V I L " " +Plie'"">aAvdpAa. (19) 
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In what follows we will work with p^ = (0, 0, 0, TO), TO > 0, and again use Latin indices of the beginnig of the alphabet 

to denote coordinates in the transverse plane. Then, we can write (19) as 

CMCFJ = -^A3e
abcdaUbc + ^Aae

abcd3Ubc + Aae
abcdbUc3 - ^U^U^ + meabcAadbAc. (20) 

where a partial integration was performed and we have defined eabc3 = eabc. Observe that A3 is a Lagrange multiplier 

tha t enforces the constraint 

eabcdaUbc = 0, (21) 

whose solution, in terms of a new gauge potential Ba, is 

na& = daBb — dbBa = Gab. (22) 

We are then left with 

CMCFJ = ^Aae
abcd3Gbc - Aae

abcdbhc - ^GabG
ab + hiah

a + meabcAadbAc 

= (-ha + d3Ba + mAa)e
abcdbAc-^GabG

ab + ^hah
a. (23) 

where we have renamed the independent field I I a 3 = ha. Following the steps of section 2 we define 

-ha + mAa = Ca (24) 

to obtain 

CMCFJ -> Cae
abcdbAc + d3Bae

abcdbAc - ^GabG
ab + ̂ (mAa - Ca)(mAa - Ca). (25) 

Observe tha t Ca inherits the gauge symmetry of Aa so tha t the last term above is symmetric under Aa —> Aa + da<p 

with Ca —> Ca + mda(j). Now we perform a canonical transformation tha t reveals the dynamical contents and the 

symmetry structure of the model 

Ca = \(A+-A~) 

Aa = ^(A++A~), (26) 

which gives us 

C! = -^-A+sabcdbAj - -LA-sabcdbA- + ^d3Bae
abcdbAt + ^-d3Bas

abcdbA- - l-GabG
ab + U~A-a. (27) 

4TO 4TO 2m 2m 4 2 

A further field redefinition is necessary to separated out the pure Chern-Simons term 

A+ + d3Ba = Da , (28) 

which leads us finally to (with fa = A~) 

CduaiCFJ = ^-Dae
abcdbDc - ^-fae

abcdbfc + \faf
a - -GabG

ab + ^-fae
abcdbd3Bc - ^-d3Bae

abcdbd3Bc. (29) 
4TO 4TO 2 4 2m 4TO 
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The first four terms are defined on the plane transverse to the Lorentz-breaking direction, the first being a pure 

Chern-Simons carrying par t of the gauge symmetry while the second and third carry the self-dual dynamics. The 

fourth term is a pure Maxwell carrying the remaing gauge symmetry. The last two terms, as before in the CFJ-model, 

correspond to the interactions in the Lorentz-breaking direction. This theory has the same physical content as the 

C F J theory for a space-like p^ (to achieve orientations other than p^ = (0, 0, 0, TO) we just rotate the coordinates). As 

anticipated, without x3 dependence we obtain (18) with Da the pure Chern-Simons field, fa the SD field and Ba the 

Maxwell field. These retain their identities as gauge (Da and Ba) or non-gauge (fa) fields even in the full dimensional 

theory (29), a feature not shared by the <fi and Aa fields in (17) as was discussed before. 

We have done our calculations with the particular choice p^ = (0, 0, 0, TO) for the sake of simplicity but it can be 

shown that the same procedures can be carried out for a general, non-light-like (p2 ^ 0), p^. The result amounts to 

the following expected generalizations. 

eabcdb -> e^py^dp 

d3 -> K-V (30) 

So tha t the dual in this general case is given by 

^uaiCFJ = -^D,e^yvdpDa^^J,e^yvdp!a-^!,r-^{e^pvdpBaf 

+ i^J^pyvdp[{pada)Ba] + ^[{pada)B^e^pyvdp[^dp)Bal (31) 

Observe tha t the components of the fields along the direction defined by p^ are effectively null, this is the generalization 

of the fact tha t in (29) there is no 3-component in any field. 

The separation of the original dynamical contents of the field A^ in / ^ and B^ in (31) for example, by the duality 

procedure (D^ is purely topological and carries the symmetry aspects of A^) may cause a certain uneasiness and 

questions arise as if it is possible to write the dynamical content of the dual lagrangian with just one field. Tha t seems 

to be expected since their duals were obtained from a simple vectorial potential just by singling out the direction 

determined by the Lorentz-breaking vector. This is not a trivial mat te r and needs some elaboration. Looking at our 

start ing point (19) we might be tempted to naively identify Tl^ with the dual field of A^. Indeed, the discussion 

at the begining of this section seems to indicate tha t those fields should in fact be the components of a rank-two 

potential, as the massive duality relation, p + q + 1 = D, suggests for this 4-dimensional example. Therefore a sort of 

constrained self-dual rank-two model should be the result of this duality transformation. Of course this can only be 

done if there are constraints which reduce the independent components of Tl^ (so tha t we can preserve the original 

two degrees of freedom described by A^). 

In fact a direct dual of the CFJ-model can also be obtained with another method which involves the elimination in 

the first-order lagrangian (Eq.(19) in this case) of the original dynamical field A^ in favor of the auxiliary field LP". 

The action when written in terms of just this auxiliary field seems to be the dual theory we are looking for. Let us 
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see how this works for the Carroll-Field-Jackiw model and then show tha t the result indeed decomposes as in (31), 

as it should. Consider again the first-order lagrangian (19). Since this is a massive theory, albeit gauge invariant, the 

auxiliary field will end up playing the role of the dual rank-two potential. The Euler-Langrange equations for the A^ 

field gives 

A'1 = e^dyllp* = te»"'"'pvdpA,. (32) 

Observe tha t A'* satisfies 

by definition and 

d^ = 0 (33) 

P ^ = 0 (34) 

in virtue of the equation of motion obeyed by A^. Formally, substi tuting (32) in (19) we have 

CMCFJ -> \^A^ - ^ 1 1 ^ . (35) 

where A^ = ^4^(11) is defined by (32). To complete the procedure we have to rewrite A^A^ as a function of I P " . It 

follows from (32) tha t the solution of the constraint 

e^d„(npa+2P[pAa]) = 0 

=> U^ =-2P{piAv] + d^B^, (36) 

introduces a new vector potential B^. Hence 

^A^V = -2/AM^ + ̂ (P
vdu)B^ - A'd^B,,), (37) 

where (34) was used. As we substi tute this in (35) we can integrate by parts and the last term of (37) drops out 

because of (33) and we are left with 

(n
au \e>il'p'Td IT IT I T ' " ' - I 

g„2 ^ VVa^)£ Uvíípo 4
1 1 ^ 1 1 + go 

CduaiCFJ = - ^ ( ^ I W ^ ^ I V - TJVIP" + — [fjTdjB^eWdvnpv. (38) 

Observe tha t the relation (36) does not contain the component of A^ in the direction defined by p^. In fact this 

component is a Lagrange multiplier in (19). However, the constraint imposed by this component establishes a relation 

between li^ and B^ tha t can be read from (36) as 

e^P°pvnpa = e^P°pvdpBa. (39) 

This is the origin of the split of the fields. li^ is indeed the dual of A^ but its components must satisfy certain 

constraints tha t are more easily dealt with if we introduce the B^ field. Proceeding further, observe tha t 

( e w V n p j )
2 = 2 Í 3

2 J V I P " - A(pana^)(p^) 

=> J V I P " = -Ae»vp°pvdpBaf + 4(pQiW)b/3ii'3'1), (40) 
pZ r pZ 
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where we have used (39). As for the first term of (38), it can be rearranged as 

-±^{p»Iia^^dvIipa = -^(paJlapi)e>iV'"r
Pl/dp[(JPdp)B(r\ + ^ ( K n ^ e ^ ^ c y / l V ) , (41) 

and similarly for the last term 

^[{pada)B^^dvIipa = ^[(pada)Bp\e>iV'"r
Pl/dp[(JPdp)B(r\ - -^[{pada)B^^pvdp{p^a). (42) 

Gathering these results, (38) can be written as 

CduaicFj = ^(pQna(l)e"^'P„^(/n^) - p(p°na/ l)^n*) - ^ r p ' p „ ^ „ ) 2 

+ -^{paiiia»)e,lv'mPvdp[(JPdfi)Ba] + -^A[{pada)B^^pvdp[^dp)Ba]. (43) 

which is just (31) if we define paIiall = f^. 

IV. DUAL WITH SOURCES 

In this section we will generalize the results of the last section by considering the CFJ model minimally coupled 

with a conserved external source 

£J
CF.j = -^F^FV+p^wAvdpAo-eJpA», (44) 

which may be rewritten with the auxiliary field II'11' that, as usual, will play the role of dual field, leading to 

£JMCF.J = \n^e^dpAa - j I V I P " +p^P°AvdpAa - e^A». (45) 

As before, for simplicity, we will work with p^ = (0, 0, 0, TO). Further, as .1^ is conserved, we may write it using a so 

called Chern-kernel A^ so that 

J " = \e^P°dvApa (46) 

or in terms of its components 

Ja = \eahcd3Kbc - eabcdbu,c (47) 

J3 = -l-eahcdaKbc. (48) 

From its definition we see that A^,, possess some freedom, that is, .1^ is invariant under 

K^^K^ + d^Hv-dvH^. (49) 

The Lagrangian (45) becomes 

CMCFJ = ^A3(-e
abcdaUbc - 2eJ3) + ^Aae

a^dpUpa - ^U^U^ + meabcAadbAc - eJaA
a. (50) 
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Again A3 is a Lagrange multiplier which enforces a constraint 

-eabcdaUbc + eeabcdaAbc = 0 (51) 

which changes the solution ol (22) to include the presence ol the source 

n a 6 = daBb - dbBa + eAab = Gab (52) 

displaying now a non-minimal (or magnetic) coupling. This coupling, as is well known, modifies the Bianchi identity 

to include J^ as a magnetic current. Then we have 

CMCFJ = \Aae
abcd3Gbc - Aae

abcdbhc - ^GabG
ab + hiah

a + meabcAadbAc - eJaA
a 

= {-ha + etoa + d3Ba + mAa)e
abcdbAc - ^GabG

ab + hiah
a. (53) 

where again we have renamed the independent field I I a 3 = ha and used (46). From here everything follows as before, 

after (23), but now with ha —> ha — euja. Nevertheless it is interesting to see how the presence of the Chern-kernel 

affects the procedure. Consider next the field redefinition 

-(ha -eoja) + mAa = Ca (54) 

leading to 

£MCFJ -> Cae
abcdbAc + d3Bae

abcdbAc - ^GabG
ab + ̂ (mAa + ecua - Ca)(mAa + ecua - Ca). (55) 

Observe tha t now Ca must inherit the gauge symmetry not only of Aa but of uja as well as so tha t the last term above 

is symmetric under Aa —> Aa + da<p and uja —> uja + da with Ca —> Ca + mda<p + eda . Now we perform a canonical 

transformation in field space 

Ca = \{At-A~) 

Aa = ^(A++A~), (56) 

which gives us 

£ = -^-AteabcdbAt - -^-A-eabcdbA- + ^-d3Bae
abcdbAj + ^-d3Bae

abcdbA-
4ra 4ra 2m 2m 

- ^GabG
ab + ̂ (A- + eiva)(A-a + eiva). (57) 

We can make a further field redefinition to separate out the pure-CS term 

A+ + d3Ba = Da , (58) 

which leads us to 

CduaiCFJ = ^Dae
abcdbDc - ^-A-eabcdbA- + ̂ (A~ - eu>a)(A-a - etva) - ^GabG

ab + ^-A~eabcdbd3Bc 

- -^-d3Bae
abcdbd3Bc. (59) 

4ra 
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Observe tha t as it stands this Lagrangian tells us tha t Aa is a gauge field with the symmetry necessary to maintain 

the freedom provided by uja. Wi th the Stuckelberg-like redefinition 

A- - etoa = fa (60) 

we may write (59) in terms of the "self-dual-like", non-gauge field fa 

£ÍuaiCFJ = ^Dae
abcdbDc - -±-(fa - eu,a - d3Ba)e

abcdb(fc - ecvc - d3Bc) + l-faf
a - l-GabG

ah. (61) 

As expected, both the Maxwell and the self-dual fields induced by the duality transformation display a non-minimal 

coupling with the original source. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have obtained the dual formulation of the Carroll-Field-Jackiw model as dictated by distinct duality techniques. 

In this respect both the dual projection approach as well as the s tandard master action duality technique, obtained 

by solving the equations of motion of the Legendre transformed action, were used, giving complementary information. 

The asymmetry introduced with the p^ vector is pronounced by the duality procedure inducing a "splitting" in 

components of the fields. This splitting of the CFJ-model in terms of a Maxwell-Chern-Simons and a scalar field 

is bet ter dealt with in the dual projection approach, including the couplings to external charges. The dualization 

procedure induces a splitted action in terms of a self-dual and a Maxwell field, respectivelly. We have also establish 

the duality in the presence of a external source. With the help of the concept of the Chern-kernel we were able to see 

the splitting of the coupling terms as a consequence of the Lorentz breaking. In this interacting situation, the original 

action shows an electrical coupling while duality induces a magnetic coupling, as expected. 

We have seen tha t part of the gauge symmetry survives the duality procedure (as represented by the Ba field in 

(29), for example) but the other part decouples (represented in (29) by Da). Therefore, similarly to the (2 + 1)D 

MCS-SD duality, we are led to the conclusion that , due to the existence of a pure-CS term, a topological degeneracy 

is present in the dual of the Carroll-Field-Jackiw model as well. 

It was also found, through another technique, tha t a direct dual of the CFJ-model is given in terms of a single 

rank-two potential, albeit constrained. As discussed in the main text this was to be expected from general arguments 

of massive versus massless duality in diverse dimensions. Since this CFJ-model is to be seem as the photonic sector 

of an extended s tandard model, it would be interesting to consider the possibility of couplings these modes with 

dynamical fermionic and bosonic matter . It would also be quite interesting to consider the duality of this model when 

the C F J potential A^ is coupled to a magnetic monopole or, what is naturally expected, when charges both of electric 

and magnetic nature are present simultaneously. Research in these directions are presently in progress. 
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